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Forewords

Jim Thomson

The internet has the power to be the greatest single force for good in history, the capacity to enable each of us to learn about people, places and events that were previously unimaginable. Daily, billions of people use this remarkable resource to communicate, conduct business, buy and sell goods and services. It’s hard to remember what daily life was like before the internet and equally to imagine life without it. However, surely, with this capacity comes responsibility.

How many of us would routinely invite fraudsters, thieves, pornographers, paedophiles, criminal gangs, terrorists and the like, into our homes? All of these inhabit the dark recesses of the internet and, every time we log on, we risk coming across them. While conducting *The Counterfeiting Superhighway* research, the EAASM encountered some extremely unscrupulous internet traders. To my mind, they are among the worst type of online predator, and are totally uncaring for their target. They don’t spare a second’s thought for the health and welfare of their ‘customer.’ They don’t care if the customer (potentially every one of us) lives or dies, gets well or manages an illness. These criminals (and that’s exactly what they are) are the manufacturers and purveyors of counterfeit medicines, and their activities pose a significant global threat to public health today.

The purpose of this report is not to frighten vulnerable patients. It is to raise awareness and speed the day when the internet is a safe place for the collective good of humanity, and not a free-for-all for criminals. To do that, we need to engage not only with patients and regulators, but with all those global stakeholders in the business of e-commerce, whose actions or inactions add a veneer of legitimacy to this heinous trade. That is our mission and that is why we undertook this ground-breaking research, the second major investigation in the short life of the EAASM. Failure is not an option because the internet is here to stay and those of us in a position to secure it must do so, not just to protect ourselves, but also our children and future generations. The EAASM is not in the business of doing nothing and I commend this report to you. It is shocking and the story it tells demands action. What other choice do we have?

Jim Thomson
Chair, EAASM
Ian Banks

Robin Hood was a very popular, if mythical man. Especially with the poor to whom he gave after robbing the rich. Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs) are always on the look out for such people, not least because of the often paucity of tangible support for their work from member state governments. At the same time, health services in developing nations struggle to meet the cost of new drugs replacing less effective medical treatments. Temptation is always there to seek medication outside the ‘conventional’ system especially if it is cheaper, embarrassment free and comes with exorbitant claims for efficacy.

Simply defending the rich (pharmaceutical companies) against access to cheap drugs by the poor (underdog people) is not sufficient grounds for addressing the menace of counterfeit drugs, particularly on the internet. Compared to the average person and even some countries’ healthcare providers, the pharmaceutical industry is indeed prosperous. They would argue this is vital to secure research into safe, effective new drugs that many, if not all governments appear unwilling to fund. Unfortunately this is no comfort to someone desperate for an anti-viral, anti-cancer or for instance, anti-erectile dysfunction (ED) medicine. It is upon these vulnerable people that the great counterfeit con is perpetrated. Their need is driving them into the arms of counterfeiters, who have no interest whatsoever in the safety or efficacy of their greasy products. Worse still, it can deprive people from definitive diagnosis. Purchasing counterfeit ED drugs via the internet may avoid embarrassing questions and examination from a physician but deprives the patient of expert advice on the underlying conditions causing ED in the first place. These include diabetes, hypertension and lipid disorders, perhaps the greatest combined undiagnosed killers of men.

This report is definitive evidence that governments, healthcare providers and especially NGOs need to wake up to the threat from counterfeit medicines. Pushers of these products are hoods but not of the Robin variety. Stealing from the poor to give to themselves gives an even greater myth for patient care.

Ian Banks
President, European Men’s Health Forum
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Executive summary

This report has been written with one goal in mind — to raise public awareness of the inherent dangers of purchasing prescription-only medicines (POMs) via the internet. Registered online pharmacies can provide advice and offer convenient access to healthcare products for people who are perhaps elderly, disabled or who live in remote areas or work long/unsociable hours. ‘So, why is buying medicine online such a dangerous practice?’ one might ask — after all, the internet is the modern, fast, easy and cheap access route to all our daily needs, from food to clothes, music and even car insurance. However, after reading this report and the research herein, you may think twice before putting your life in the hands of unscrupulous internet traders who have no qualms about providing substandard, fake and possibly lethal medicines online.

This objective of this report was to clarify the likelihood of medicines purchased online being counterfeit, substandard or otherwise illegal, and to develop recommendations that will protect patients and consumers from the potentially lethal outcomes of access to these products. Following an in-depth analysis of over one hundred online pharmacies, commonly purchased POMs were ordered online. Expert visual analysis over 30 purchased medicines concluded that an alarming 62% were substandard or counterfeit. Add to this the danger of obtaining POMs (be they genuine or fake) without any medical assessment or guidance — as was possible with over 90% of the online pharmacies investigated — and the very real threat of internet pharmacies becomes clear.

Furthermore, upon laboratory analysis, it was found that when buying POMs from unregulated internet pharmacies, you have a three in five chance of receiving a substandard, counterfeit or unapproved medicine. Finally, the Conclusions and Recommendations section of this report calls for all stakeholders to assume responsibility and take action on this issue.
Introduction

The European Alliance for Access to Safe Medicines (EAASM) is a pan-European, patient safety initiative committed to promoting the exclusion of counterfeit and substandard medicines from the supply chain. As a cross-section patient organisation we strive to engage with all relevant stakeholders to ensure that European patient safety is guaranteed.

The EAASM aims to:

★ raise public awareness of the dangers of counterfeit and substandard medicines
★ create a call for action for improved legislation, enforcement and patients' rights to safe medicines
★ input into existing anti-counterfeiting initiatives where appropriate
★ contribute to European health literacy.

Counterfeit medicines reach patients in a number of ways. There has been an explosion in the number of counterfeit medicines in recent years, which is reflected by the intensifying rate at which fake and substandard products are making their way into the hands of European patients. The two most obvious and worrying are through infiltration into the European distribution system, and via the internet. The Counterfeiting Superhighway is the second in a series of research reports conducted by the EAASM which aim to highlight the risks of counterfeit medicines and the growing danger to European patients’ safety. This report sees the EAASM focussing its attention on a great global threat to patients; internet drug-sellers.
Background

What is a counterfeit medicine?

A medicine is counterfeit when it is deliberately and fraudulently mislabelled with respect to its identity, history and/or source. This means that the box, tablet pack, patient information leaflet or any other packaging, labelling and documentation associated with it may display the wrong name or product information, be printed in the wrong language or be missing security stickers or holograms.¹

If there is anything suspicious about a medicine or if it is different from the original product in terms of presentation (colour, taste, crumbliness, shape, size, stamped logos etc) or packaging (language, medicine names, indicated dose strength, printing etc) then it may be a counterfeit product.

Because counterfeit medicines are frequently substandard, poor quality copies of original products, they can be very dangerous. Due to their altered chemical composition, they may contain too little or too much active ingredient as well as other, non-standard chemicals. However, medicines can still be counterfeit even if they started life as original products, in the same way that a stolen BMW may still be considered a BMW. Put simply, a counterfeit medicine can be chemically identical to the original product, despite the fact that it is indeed counterfeit, in the same way that a car made originally by BMW becomes illegal if it is sold with the wrong licence plates or false documentation.
Why are counterfeit medicines dangerous?

Counterfeit medicines are potentially lethal because they frequently contain incorrect components and/or the wrong doses of active ingredients. A medicine not only contains the active therapeutic components but also several other ingredients which act to stabilise and preserve it, as well as to help it break down correctly inside the body. Counterfeit medicines may contain:

- an incorrect amount of active ingredient (too little can be as dangerous as too much)
- a wrong active ingredient
- no active ingredient at all
- toxic and/or other non-medical components (e.g., road paint, floor wax, shoe polish, talcum powder, chalk)
- the correct ingredients, but fake packaging and documentation.

People can deteriorate rapidly, irreversibly and in some cases will die as a result of taking these ‘weak’ counterfeit medicines. When a counterfeit medicine has too much active ingredient, the result is essentially the same as overdosing. Regardless of what the medicine was supposed to do, too much active ingredient will harm or even kill people very quickly. Although the taker may not die immediately, it is likely that they will be left with serious and long-term health problems.

Ultimately, counterfeit medicines are dangerous because they satisfy few, if any, of the stringent licensing requirements which exist to protect patients. Unless a medicine is a genuine product from the pharmaceutical manufacturer, anyone taking it puts themselves at a high risk of harm, and even death.

What types of medicines are counterfeited?

Generally speaking, counterfeiters are attracted to two types of medicine: those which are used in high numbers and those which have a high monetary value. In developed markets such as many of those in Europe, the products most commonly faked are those which are often referred to as ‘lifestyle’ medicines, such as those for erectile dysfunction, hair loss and weight management. These are medicines people may buy online because they do not wish to discuss the problem with a doctor, or in fact anybody else.

In a shocking development, it was discovered relatively recently that fake versions of lifesaving prescription medicines for cancer and serious cardiovascular diseases are also being sold to consumers online. New counterfeits are being discovered all the time, rendering the internet a highly treacherous place to buy medicines.

Both branded and generic medicines can be counterfeit. This means that newer medicines whose branded names are protected by a patent (e.g., Viagra) can be faked, as can medicines which are referred to by a generic, chemical name (e.g., sildenafil citrate).

Who makes counterfeit medicines?

Medicine counterfeiting is a worldwide criminal activity undertaken by a range of corrupt operators. They do it because it is a highly lucrative activity, costs are kept low by selling products online, and because there is a low risk of getting caught.
Counterfeit medicines can be made and distributed by just a few people running a small-scale operation from a garage or commercial building. At the other end of the scale, multinational criminal networks collaborate in the high-volume production of counterfeit medicines (usually in Central and Eastern countries such as China and India) and they are distributed around the globe.

There is evidence to show that counterfeiters have used Oceania and the Islands of the Bahamas as an intermediate destination for fake medicines sent from China and the Middle East. From there, the products are distributed around Europe and other regions having been sold via online traders masquerading as legitimate pharmacies based in Europe, the US and Canada. Many counterfeit medicines are made in filthy back street ‘laboratories’ in developing countries. These contaminated rooms are a far cry from the spotless, hygienic laboratory facilities and regulated manufacturing processes used by pharmaceutical companies.

Some medicines sold fraudulently in Europe may have been rejected originally by pharmaceutical companies due to quality control or related issues. These medicines are rightly disposed of, though it is not impossible for criminals to find them and try to sell them online. Other medicines may be thrown away because they fall out of date, but these too can sometimes reappear, perhaps in new (fake) boxes, via internet-order deliveries.

Another key issue is that some medicines require refrigeration or other specific environmental conditions during transport and storage. If stored incorrectly their effectiveness can be reduced, rendering them useless or even dangerous. It is highly unlikely that medical products are handled correctly by criminal distributors. Counterfeit medicines have been discovered hidden during transportation within soft toys, large carriers bags and cardboard boxes – a world away from the strictly regulated and sterile conditions required for licensed medicines.

**How significant a problem is medicine fraud and counterfeiting?**

It is fundamentally impossible to declare the true magnitude of medicine counterfeiting on a global scale due to its clandestine nature. Counterfeit medicines are shipped covertly across a range of international jurisdictions and frequently traded via unofficial and uncontrolled websites. We know however that the industry is growing rapidly each year because reports of suspicious packages and seizures of illicit goods are increasing continually.

The latest intelligence available on the incursion of counterfeit medicines reveals a worrying trend: the volume of counterfeit medicines seized in Europe has increased exponentially in recent years, with more than 500,000 products discovered in 2005 – twice the level found in 2004. In 2006, this figure was reported to have increased by more than five times, to 2.7 million. This explosion continued throughout 2007 and is rising all the time. The Center for Medicine in the Public Interest, based in the US, predicts that counterfeit medicine sales will reach approximately €55.5bn globally by 2010 – an increase of more than 90% over just five years (from 2005).
According to the World Health Organization:

★ 50% of medicines purchased over the internet from sites that conceal their physical address are counterfeit

★ 10% of medicines sold in developing countries are fakes

★ 1% of medicines sold in developed markets, such as the European Union, are counterfeit.⁴

While it is generally suspected that the 1% figure in the EU is now much higher, it is still highly significant. Even the 1% figure would mean that, last year alone, over 7 million UK and 16 million German prescriptions may have been filled with counterfeit medicines.⁷,⁸

Are certain countries more at risk than others?

This corrupt practice is more acute in Asian countries with developing economies, where it is thought that the majority of counterfeit medicines are produced, such as China, India, Russia and the Philippines. Markets such as West Africa and South America are also vulnerable, as counterfeiters are attracted to regions with weaker regulatory and legal control, where the supply of medicines is poor or where prices are generally unaffordable. It is estimated that as many as one in three medicines in such markets is counterfeit.⁴

The risks to developed European countries (where regulatory oversight is more stringent) are increasing rapidly due to the internet and its ability to facilitate cross-border trade. The internet, now fairly ubiquitous in Europe though poorly regulated with regard to buying medicines, represents a major loophole through which counterfeit medicines can reach consumers. People use the internet increasingly to buy a variety of goods, and medicine counterfeiters are taking advantage of an assumption that in return for payment people will be supplied with authentic, licensed products.

Unarguably, medicine counterfeiting is a significant public health challenge requiring the urgent attention of international regulators and lawmakers, pharmaceutical companies, healthcare systems, pharmacists and – most importantly – patients and online customers.
Counterfeit medicines trade: a global threat

- 2.5 million fake pharmaceutical items were seized at EU borders in 2006 (EU)
- The UK is used as a staging post between producers in the Far East and buyers in the US
- 70% of medicines in Nigeria and Angola are fake (WHO)
- 35% of medicines in Kenya are fake (WHO)
- 35% of medicines in Lebanon are fake (WHO)
- 31% of counterfeit medicines seized in the EU come from India (EU)
- 31% of counterfeit medicines seized in the EU come from China (EU)
- 31% of counterfeit medicines seized in the EU come from the United Arab Emirates (EU)
- 8% of counterfeit medicines seized in the EU come from China (EU)
- Officially, 10% of Russian medicines are fake – however, other sources suggest it may be as high as 35% (WHO)
- 20–25% of medicines in India are fake (WHO)
- 13% of medicines in Cambodia are fake (WHO)
- 200,000–300,000 people in China die from, or because of, fake medicines each year (WHO)
- 35% of medicines in Kenya are fake (WHO)
- 70% of medicines in Nigeria and Angola are fake (WHO)
- 31% of medicines in Lebanon are fake (WHO)

WHO: The World Health Organization
EU: European Union Customs
Online pharmacies –
The counterfeiting superhighway

What is an online pharmacy?

A legitimate online pharmacy is essentially the same as any other website through which consumers can purchase products; but in this case, medicines and medical devices. When used appropriately, legitimate online pharmacies offer a convenient, discreet and fast delivery service for medicines and healthcare products. Prices are typically lower compared with high street pharmacists and items are delivered direct to your door.

Registered online pharmacies can provide convenient access to healthcare products and advice for people who are perhaps elderly, disabled or who live in remote areas or work long/unsociable hours. They offer significant advantages for people who cannot easily travel to a medical centre or high street pharmacy.

Online pharmacies will ask you for registration information and credit card details for payment. Where prescription-only medicines are requested, buyers must also provide an authorised prescription, usually by post, before the products can be dispatched. Without this, it is illegal for any medicines supplier to sell or provide prescription medicines.
How do unscrupulous online medicine sellers find customers?

Everyone in Europe with an email account will almost certainly have received ‘spam’ messages providing them with opportunities to buy medicines online. Most of the medicines for sale through these avenues are likely to be counterfeits.

Given their nature and value it is unsurprising that the most popular medicines for sale online purport to enhance sexual performance. Opportunities to buy Viagra, Cialis and Levitra, for example, appear frequently in email spam. For the majority of recipients these emails are merely an annoyance. However, as there are billions of medicine-related spam emails sent every day even if a tiny proportion of people bought medicines online as a result this translates into many tens of thousands of counterfeit medicine sales each day.

Search engines are the chief method by which distributors of illegal and counterfeit medicines find customers, and much of the explosive growth in sales of these medicines has been driven by unauthorised internet pharmacies who market their wares directly to consumers online.

What are the risks?

Quick, convenient trading afforded by the internet has seen many legitimate online pharmacies open for business in the past few years. However the internet has also created an opportunity for web-based suppliers with no professional qualifications or healthcare expertise to deceive unknowing consumers into buying dangerous, illegal and/or counterfeit products. The vast majority of online pharmacies uncovered via search engines, email spam and online supermarkets are untrustworthy and will readily provide online buyers in Europe with illegal, substandard and/or counterfeit medicines. One of the most concerning aspects from a patient safety perspective is that the majority of websites evaluated appear to be sufficiently well written and presented as to easily, and wrongfully, gain the confidence of unknowing consumers.

Many of the illegal websites sell prescription medicines, or unsafe counterfeit versions, directly to members of the public without a valid prescription or consultation with a healthcare professional. This is the most dangerous aspect of online medicines trade as it removes patients from the medical consultation system.

Medicine watchdogs all over the world allow the supply of particular products on a prescription-only basis (ie, requiring an authorised prescription from a physician) because it is dangerous to people’s health if such medicines are taken without expert consultation. Some may interact harmfully with other prescribed medicines while others may require close monitoring to ensure the dose is appropriate. Moreover, without a physical examination by a qualified doctor or other healthcare professional, the medication you receive could worsen an underlying, as yet undiagnosed condition.

Some illegal websites may offer users an “online consultation”, however this is often nothing more than a simple questionnaire and
is not a valid means to obtain prescription-only medicines from an online supplier. It is highly likely that such websites will deliver ineffective, unapproved and/or bogus medicines which will harm – and possibly kill – people. There has been an increase in ‘self-prescribing culture’, particularly for medicines used to treat conditions such as; sexual dysfunction, weight loss, hair loss etc. By ordering medicines online without a prescription, people remove themselves from the protection and care of their national health service. For example, a consumer who buys Cialis over the internet because they are too embarrassed to see a doctor about erectile problems not only risks buying a counterfeit medicine, but the lack of a proper medical diagnosis means that any other health conditions remain undetected. Erectile dysfunction, for example, can be a consequence of serious cardiovascular diseases such as high blood pressure and diabetes. Without a doctor’s diagnosis, these diseases may not get treated and could lead to heart attacks, strokes and blindness over time. Additionally, without a physician checking their medical and prescription history, harmful interactions could occur with other medications which people may be taking.

Isn’t the internet regulated to protect buyers?

At present the internet is weakly regulated with regard to the purchase of medicines. Controls and safeguards relating to internet based commercial operations do exist, however consumers are neither automatically prohibited from buying illegal and/or counterfeit medicines, nor are they protected from the ill effects of unlawful online medicine sales. Because of the anonymity and poorly regulated nature of the internet, there is a low risk of perpetrators getting caught and their operations being shut down.

Why do people buy medicines online?

Some sections of society such as the elderly, disabled and people unable to visit a high street pharmacist during normal working hours may choose to buy their medicines from a legitimate, registered online pharmacy. However, other people may source medicines online because:

★ of the speed and convenience
★ they are too embarrassed to discuss their condition with a doctor, nurse, pharmacist or other healthcare professional
★ they do not want their family or employer/authorities to find out about their condition
★ they fear that a doctor might be reluctant to prescribe them a particular medicine
★ they believe that the costs are lower.

Despite the dangers, the purchase of medicines online has quickly become a comfortable option for busy or anxious buyers using the internet as a tool to sidestep the normal health service processes. The relative anonymity encourages people to access advice and products for which they would be reluctant to ask their healthcare provider or pharmacist.

Online pharmacy is safe and acceptable for patients with a genuine need for a delivery service and, crucially, who are able to recognise a legitimate, registered supplier. For a large and increasing number of poorly educated or misguided people, however, buying prescription medicines over the internet is a hazardous practice which allows illegal, substandard and counterfeit products into their country. Medicines bought via illegal websites are at best poor quality and ineffective, and at worst lethal. While endeavours to tackle the sources of fake internet pharmacies have been stepped up significantly by authorities in Europe, it is feared that the counterfeits market is growing so rapidly that security forces are struggling to curtail it.

While authorities have had some successes in closing down illegal sites and prosecuting those behind the businesses, it is a significant challenge to find these nameless, shadowy online operators. Illegitimate internet pharmacies
selling prescription medicines open and close on a daily basis, while a single outfit masquerading as a registered business may have many URLs or web addresses. Therefore, tracking the movement of products and finding the ‘brains’ behind counterfeit medicine sales requires sustained, intricate and often covert operations.

Are there any safeguards in place?

Several associations and other representative bodies have introduced (or are currently testing) schemes which help consumers distinguish genuine internet pharmacies from illegal online medicine traders. These initiatives go some way to protecting consumers, though it is recognised that counterfeiters and unscrupulous online medicine traders will attempt to get around whatever security measures are put in place. It is therefore a continual challenge.

The Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain

The Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain (RPSGB) has created an internet pharmacy logo which is displayed on the front page of participating online pharmacy sites. By clicking on the logo, visitors are linked to a page on the RPSGB website where they can make checks to assess authenticity of what claims to be a bona fide registered online pharmacy. Registered pharmacies are given a unique number which appears within the logo. When the logo is clicked, this number should match the records presented on the RPSGB link. As all legitimate online pharmacies should also be registered with a ‘bricks and mortar’ building (ie, a physical address) this too can be checked on the RPSGB link.

While the ‘approval logo’ attempts to create some kind of safeguard, the RPSGB acknowledges the risk that criminals could copy their logo and apply it to the front pages of illegal internet medicine traders. There may also be the possibility that some will attempt to recreate the ‘link’ to the list of registered online pharmacies. While this initiative is a step in the right direction the RPSGB recommends that web users use it in combination with other security measures, as follows:

★ check the registration status of the pharmacist
★ look for the name and physical address of the pharmacy operating the website (all legitimate internet pharmacies should display a bricks and mortar address)
★ avoid ALL online pharmacies which offer to supply prescription-only medicines without a prescription
★ observe whether or not you are asked questions before purchasing your medicines (registered pharmacies are required to perform a consultation – even online – with a health professional).

Verified Internet Pharmacy Practice Sites (VIPPS)

The Verified Internet Pharmacy Practice Sites (VIPPS) seal of approval is an international system, operating in parts of the US, Canada, South Africa and Australia, which aims to protect online consumers in a similar way to the RPSGB initiative. To be VIPPS accredited, a pharmacy must comply with the licensing and inspection requirements of their home state as well as any to which they dispense pharmaceutical products. In addition, online pharmacies must also prove their compliance with specific requirements such as patient rights to privacy, authentication and security of prescription orders, adherence to a recognised quality assurance policy and provision of a meaningful consultation between patients and pharmacists.

When clicking the VIPPS logo, consumers are linked to the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy (NAPB) VIPPS site where information is stored which helps identify genuine online pharmacies from rogue traders. There is also the opportunity for consumers to ‘Report-a-site’
if they believe an internet pharmacy is wrongly claiming to be a legitimate, trustworthy business. Unfortunately, counterfeiters may also copy this logo, as mentioned above.

**PharmacyChecker**

PharmacyChecker is a free-to-consumer online service which produces reports on the credentials, prices and customer feedback of online pharmacies. It is designed to help a variety of individuals and groups identify the most reputable and trustworthy businesses by publishing ratings, profiles and cost comparisons on its website (www.pharmacychecker.com). The service focuses chiefly on US and Canadian trade, though for Americans seeking medicines that are unavailable in their home market it will also verify the licences of European and other ‘foreign’ pharmacies.

PharmacyChecker evaluates policies, procedures, contact details and licences for many online pharmacies. It also publishes a list containing the web addresses and ‘business names’ of what it considers to be disreputable, dishonest and/or illegal online medicine trade sites. The existence of any and all of these user protection and security assessment services are testament to the threat posed to consumers seeking to buy medicines – prescription-only products in particular – online.

**What are the main issues for European authorities in tackling illegal online pharmacies?**

While the unregulated online trade of medicines is a back door left ajar for counterfeiters to weasel their dangerous, illicit wares into the hands of ingenuous online customers, the key issue is one of fake identity, and fraud. Websites masquerading as legitimate online pharmacies are run by criminals trying, first and foremost, to commit medicine fraud.

Many of these illegally traded products may also be counterfeit, and hence do significant harm – which can even result in death – to those who ingest them. This means that any party in a position to protect the European patient must do so immediately and proactively. This is acknowledged by a growing number of European medicines authorities and lawmakers.

**United Kingdom**

The UK is a popular transit point for counterfeiters (UK postmarks add credibility to medicine packages) as well as a popular end destination for fake products. In November 2007, the UK’s Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) organised a conference in London to introduce its first anti-counterfeiting strategy (2007–2010) to the international pharmaceutical community. By July 2007, the agency had issued five separate alerts relating to counterfeit medicines entering the UK market. As well as ‘lifestyle’ medicines, these included anti-cancer medicines, schizophrenia therapies and life-saving cardiovascular medicines. In April 2008, the MHRA received warnings from overseas authorities regarding several products being marketed as dietary supplements, or ‘herbal Viagra’, for the treatment of erectile dysfunction. Many were found to contain prescription-only medicines and were sold over the internet.

**Germany**

An alarming number of people in Germany buy prescription-only medicines online without an authorised prescription. In order to help consumers avoid buying illegal, substandard or counterfeit products, the German Federal Ministry of Health recommends that people consult their health insurance funds, which are able to identify legitimate online pharmacies and explain how to claim refunds on medicines sent by mail. The Ministry also publishes useful advice on ‘Medicines and the Internet’ on its website (www.bmg.bund.de).
Buying medicines over the internet dramatically increases the risk of exposure to fraudulent, unlicensed and potentially lethal counterfeit products, and this report aims to highlight the dangers to consumers. Presented here are the findings from new research into the health risks posed by pharmacies trading on the internet, the world’s largest unregulated market. The objectives of this work are to clarify the likelihood of medicines purchased online being counterfeit, substandard or otherwise illegal, and to develop recommendations that will protect patients and consumers from the potentially lethal outcomes of access to these products.

This research answers two key questions:

1. **What proportion of internet pharmacies, as sampled, selling prescription-only medicines is acting unlawfully?**

2. **Of the medicines sold by internet pharmacies, what percentage are counterfeit or substandard?**

The answers to these questions will serve not only to highlight the risks to European consumers but will also show how serious those risks are to people buying medicines online without sufficient guidance or knowledge. It is imperative that the extent and grave nature of these dangers are made clear to European patients and consumers buying medicines online.
Phase 1 – Desk research: Finding and inspecting online medicine traders

The first phase of the research involved drawing up a list of online pharmacies and performing a thorough analysis of each website. Several different search engines (including Google, AltaVista, MSN and Yahoo!) were used to search for prescription-only medicines based on the following keywords:

- ‘online pharmacy’
- ‘cheap medicines’
- ‘medicines online’
- ‘buy [medicine name] online’.

Additionally, email spam filters were deactivated and links from spam messages advertising internet pharmacies and opportunities to purchase medicines online were accessed. Finally, online medicine supermarkets were utilised to source several web-based pharmacies. Over 100 websites identified through these various means were assessed according to a checklist which comprised the key questions any consumer should ask of online medicine traders purporting to be genuine.

Findings from the online pharmacy assessment can be found in the following charts:

- **Is there a named, verifiable pharmacist?**
  - Yes 6.2%
  - No 93.8%

- **Is a prescription required for prescription-only medicines?**
  - Yes 9.7%
  - No 90.3%

- **Does the website offer bulk discounts?**
  - Yes 55.8%
  - No 44.2%

★ Nearly 94% of the online pharmacies evaluated did not have a named, verifiable pharmacist to answer questions – this is a dangerous practice as it means that there is no proper medical control or guidance for people purchasing their medicines online.

★ More than 90% do not require sight of an authorised prescription in order to sell prescription-only medicines – the health and wellbeing of consumers is placed in severe jeopardy where they can obtain potent medicines without any medical direction or assessment.

★ More than half of the websites offer ‘bulk discounts’ or ‘special deals’ on prescription-only medicines – this type of promotion is clearly medically inadvisable and irresponsible and may heighten the risk of serious harm.
The findings from the desk research indicate that the chance of an online medicines trader operating legally and ethically is less than one in 10. This is borne out by the fact that statistically more than nine in 10 internet traders (102 of 116 websites investigated) were willing to sell and dispatch a prescription-only medicine without seeing an authorised prescription to warrant the transaction. This practice is not only illegal but represents a corrupt manipulation of European consumers who are unaware of the risks. It is profiteering through an appalling lack of regard for human health and wellbeing.

Furthermore, the chances of an online medicines trader existing only ‘virtually’ – ie, solely online, without a verifiable, traceable physical bricks and mortar address – are greater than 80%. This means that where

![Pie Chart: Does the pharmacy physically exist?](chart1)

*More than eight in 10 do not ‘physically exist’ – in order to comply with the law all online pharmacies must be traceable to a verifiable bricks and mortar address.*

![Pie Chart: Is the pharmacy listed as a legitimate website?](chart2)

*Fewer than five in 100 are licensed by a board of pharmacies or appropriate pharmacy listing – this means that they are not bound by any professional, legal or safety regulations.*

![Pie Chart: Is there a ‘stamp’ of approval by a recognised society?](chart3)

*One in five online pharmacies evaluated have a ‘stamp of approval’ from a recognised society or association – however, clicking on these reveals that nearly 86% of them link to a bogus ‘approval’ web page.*
consumers have imprudently purchased medicines over the internet and have subsequently suffered ill effects, or for whom concerns are raised about products received, there is no means by which they — or security services acting on their behalf — can locate the proprietor. Failure to provide a verifiable physical address for online pharmacy trade is also illegal.

* The majority do not provide a working telephone number, while approximately just one in six offer an ‘online consultation’. With no phone number to call, consumers have nowhere to direct concerns or queries. Many of the online consultations merely comprise a short list of questions which can easily be bypassed, or completed with false information.

* Privacy and security policies were not easy to find in more than half of the operations evaluated — this lack of transparency, preventing consumers from easily finding out how their information will be used, suggests a shadowy, unprofessional business.

* Over half of the websites may be violating the intellectual brand property of original pharmaceutical manufacturers by reproducing protected brand images, logos and/or drug names. Where permission to copy or reproduce original branding has not been actively sought and gained, it not only has the effect of duping consumers, but strongly suggests an operation riddled with further illegality.
Phase 2 – Purchasing medicines online

The buying experience

The second stage in the research was to place orders online for a variety of medicines. A credit card (MasterCard) was obtained and designated specifically for this purpose and medicines were ordered to a central location in the UK. Over 36 prescription-only medicines were ordered, comprising two packets each of 18 medicines commonly purchased via the internet. These included medicines indicated to treat neurological disorders, cardiovascular disease, mental health, obesity and erectile dysfunction (Table 1).

This list of medicines was compiled by identifying the top medicines in terms of US sales, as indicated at www.drugs.com/top200.html, and thereby highlighting the most attractive prospects for fraudulent online sales and counterfeiting. Added to this were the results of research undertaken by Jim Thomson, Chairman of the European Alliance for Access to Safe Medicines and an authority on patient safety and counterfeit medicines.

Table 1. Medicines ordered online as part of the Counterfeiting Superhighway research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Men’s health</th>
<th>Cardiovascular and respiratory</th>
<th>Mental Health</th>
<th>Alzheimer’s disease</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cialis (Lilly)</td>
<td>Lipitor (Pfizer)</td>
<td>Zyprexa (Lilly)</td>
<td>Aricept (Pfizer)</td>
<td>Zoton (Wyeth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levitra (Bayer-Schering)</td>
<td>Plavix (sanofi-aventis)</td>
<td>Efexor (Wyeth)</td>
<td>Reminyl (Shire)</td>
<td>Reductil (Abbott)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viagra (Pfizer)</td>
<td>Seretide (GSK)</td>
<td>Risperdal (J&amp;J)</td>
<td>Mirapex (Boehringer-Ingelheim)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propecia (MSD)</td>
<td>Coversyl (Servier)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finding online traders and placing orders for prescription-only medicines without an authorised prescription was quick, simple and straightforward. During the multiple purchasing processes, few questions were asked and no advice was given. Where the buyer was requested to complete an ‘online consultation’, it frequently comprised a series of general health-related questions to which answers could be forged or fabricated as there was no apparent protocol in operation to verify answers.

On one occasion only did one of the buyers (a female) receive a phone call from someone seeking to advise that the particular product in question was aimed at the male market; the buyer replied that the medicine was for her husband, which was sufficient to satisfy the trader who subsequently dispatched the medicine.

There were no fundamental barriers or obstacles to purchasing prescription-only medicines online without an authorised prescription. No pharmacists, physicians, nurses or indeed any other type of healthcare professional were involved in the purchasing process to provide direction or guidance in using medicines purchased from an online pharmacy.

Of the medicines ordered, all but two were delivered. Payment was taken for these two outstanding purchases and no indication as to why they were not delivered was ever given. Five of the orders arrived with a few extra, free tablets – these were all pills purporting to be for the treatment of erectile dysfunction.
Phase 3 – Unwrapping and expert analysis

All of the medicines bought online were stored in a fireproof safe until such time as their packages could be opened and inspected by an expert panel. This was done at a bespoke meeting held at the Royal Society of Medicine’s premises in London during April 2008. The panel comprised 22 members including representatives from key European patient associations, security specialists, pharmacists, pharmaceutical manufacturer employees, independent security experts, former senior police officers, government liaison personnel and a representative from an international courier and delivery organisation.

The panel of experts were divided into three groups – each group was provided with a number of the products received for examination. Each medicine package was scrutinised visually; some of the packaging alone was alarmingly substandard, with more than one set of medicines merely wrapped in a used newspaper fixed with sticky tape.

The groups evaluated and discussed each package, prompted by the following questions:

★ Is the packaging intact?
★ Does the packaging and patient information leaflet appear to be genuine?
★ Are there any unusual logos, patterns or other visual elements?
★ Are the medicines contained safely within blister packs, or other inner packaging?
★ Are there any indications as to where the package originated, or its route of travel to the UK?
★ Do the drugs appear to be consistent with verifiable, genuine examples of the medicine?
★ Overall, do you suspect this to be an illegal, substandard and/or counterfeit product? Please explain and discuss your conclusions.
Expert panel – Comments on medicines bought online

It was the opinion of the panel that while several of the medicines bought online were considered highly likely to be substandard and/or counterfeit, the vast majority of typical European consumers would be unable to detect this.

On visual inspection alone, many of the medicines ordered online by the EAASM could have been: genuine, branded products; parallel trade products; genuine generic products; counterfeits, or several combinations thereof. Yet, having received what seemed ostensibly to be what was ordered, the untrained public could readily be expected to consume most, if not all, of the products acquired as a result of their internet transaction. From their expert visual examination of the products, however, the panel identified several issues representing potential dangers:

Packaging
★ Some products were presented in the ‘wrong’ packaging: this included incorrect or poorly copied manufacturer or product logos; unorthodox box size, or a container holding tablets presented in obscure blister pack arrangements.
★ A few of the products were presented merely as loose tablets wrapped inside several sheets of newspaper, while others were delivered in envelopes or paper folded over to form an insecure, make-shift packet. One delivery was simply an envelope containing some loose, unidentified tablets inside a small transparent plastic bag.

Blister packs
★ Several of the tablet blister packs were identified clearly as irregular in terms of text, print quality, and quality and number/layout of tablets by the expert panel.

Patient information leaflet
★ 50% of the medicines bought online were presented without a patient information leaflet (PIL) – a consumer purchasing these products would have no guidance on how to take the medicine and what might happen if they did (e.g., dose and frequency, side effects, contra-indications, interaction with alcohol or other medications etc). Some medicines provided guidance which merely stated, ‘take when needed’.

The packages could also be categorised approximately into two groups, according to the efforts undertaken by the vendor to present the medicines as genuine. In more than 50% of cases the packaging suggested scant efforts to present the contents as authentic, unadulterated medicines; the most notable cases being tablets wrapped in a copy of the Mumbai Daily News, with some medicines presented loose within dirty wrappers. At the other end of this scale, products were delivered in seemingly authentic boxes accompanied by patient information leaflets in good condition and ostensibly ‘trustworthy’ blister packs.
General expert observations

- The details on the packaging and tablet blister packs, as well as the products themselves, were frequently incorrect or suspect, such as:
  - one or more foreign languages printed on the label or box
  - poor English
  - inferior quality of paper and blister pack
  - too much glue on the seals
  - incorrect colour schemes for (either or both) packaging and tablets
  - wrong entity (logo, emblem etc) printed on tablets, several of which were also the wrong shape and size
  - incorrect, or unrecognisable watermarks on leaflets where included.

- Certificates of ‘Authenticity’ provided with several of the products were deemed to be false, due to suspect printing and presentation.

The notable experience and expertise of this panel meant that members would be expected to identify these irregularities. Despite the conspicuous nature of this deviance from original manufacturers’ product, European consumers unacquainted with orthodox medicine packs could not be expected to notice anything amiss in the majority of cases.
Following the expert scrutiny, the products were sent to their original pharmaceutical manufacturer laboratories (or at least, what should have been their original sources) for chemical analysis. Where this was not possible, the products were analysed using a handheld Raman spectroscopy instrument* which enables field-based identification of counterfeit pharmaceuticals. This analysis was done in order to:

★ evaluate authenticity
★ assess efficacy/determine the proportion (if any) of active ingredient
★ identify medicines containing harmful non-active, or ‘filler’ ingredients
★ check for degradation of the product due to poor storage and/or transport conditions.

Findings of the analyses are described below:

Results of the laboratory analysis indicated that an alarming 62% of the products received were counterfeit, substandard or unapproved generic† medicines. This figure closely reflects the findings of the expert panel during their visual analysis of the medicines. However, for the general public, it would prove much harder to correctly identify the substandard or counterfeit products. Worryingly, one of the products which the expert panel deemed to be genuine upon visual inspection, was found to be counterfeit upon laboratory analysis.

Whilst 38% of the medicines received were found to be genuine branded medicines, 16% of these were illegal non-EU imports (genuine products, imported into the EU illegally from a non-EU country), and 33% did not have patient information leaflets, which, as has been discussed, is a threat to patients.

In conclusion, if you buy your life-saving, prescription-only medicines via unregulated internet pharmacies, you have a three in five chance of receiving a substandard, counterfeit or unapproved medicine. Of those who are lucky enough to receive a genuine medicine, one in three will not be provided with the essential patient information leaflet – which could result in serious harm to health. Finally, all prescription-only medicines delivered without requiring the sight of a prescription are illegal and are a serious threat to public health.

* the EAASM would like to thank Ahura Scientific for the use of their TruScan device
† an unapproved generic medicine has been manufactured by a company who does not have permission from the original developer
Conclusions and recommendations

With just an internet connection and a credit card, medicines that are stringently regulated in Europe and global markets can be bought effortlessly over the internet. As the results of this research reveal, the actual products delivered to buyers range from genuine — though still illegal — to dangerous substandard copies and illicit counterfeit products. This heinous state of affairs is compounded by the fact that European consumers are neither protected from this criminal practice, nor equipped — or as yet even sufficiently informed — to be able to recognise the unlawful supply of illegitimate, substandard and counterfeit medicines for themselves. At present, online buyers receive no shelter from the threat, and ironically the attraction, afforded by deceptive and corrupt online medicine sales.

A tendency to avoid embarrassing or inconvenient visits to a family doctor means that men in Europe are also relatively more likely than women to source medicines online, using their credit card to pay for the products. Due to the ‘covert’ nature of this procurement, it is also likely that many will not question the safety and efficacy of the products delivered, even in cases where the packaging or condition of the medicines may be manifestly suspect. The same keenness (even a notable sense of relief) in avoiding the regulated healthcare provision may also serve to allay doubts about medicines bought online. Of the medicines sold by internet pharmacies 62% of medicines received were substandard or counterfeit.
Credit cards and internet payment security (or lack of)

Even if one is remarkably lucky to avoid damaging or worsening one’s health by taking products bought – albeit unknowingly – from an unscrupulous online pharmacy, a consumer may still fall foul of the growing menace that is credit card and identify fraud. Buying medicines online requires the details of a valid credit card, a key part of which is very often the full name and address of the cardholder. If unprincipled operators are willing to peddle poor quality, illegal and potentially lethal copies of life-saving medicines online, there is a substantial likelihood that they will attempt to sell or use buyers’ credit card details – and, hence, online identify – for other illicit activities.

Due to the online presence of credit card processing and merchant account companies, illegitimate, as well as legitimate online pharmacies are able to process most major credit cards, without going through a major high-street bank. This means that consumers’ personal banking details could more easily fall into the hands of unscrupulous traders. In view of the covert nature of the trade and the relative poor regulation of the internet, perhaps it would be above and beyond realistic expectations for finance companies to monitor every single purchase. However, given the explosion in fraudulent and counterfeit medicines in Europe, their danger to human health and the role the internet plays in putting them in consumers’ hands, now is unarguably the time for credit card companies to take action and for regulators to look into the workings of credit card processing and merchant account companies.

When people travel abroad and use their credit cards, transactions are often stopped or suspended until they answer some security questions on the telephone (unless they provided advance notice). Why then, when people have already died as a result of taking phoney medicines bought with credit cards from crooked internet traders, should a similar safeguard not be put in place for online pharmacies?

What can be done to stop online medicine fraud?

It has been suggested that companies facilitating online commerce, such as search engines and credit card firms, should be required to prevent the purchase of illegal medicines via the internet.

Services such as Google, Yahoo and MSN – along with other popular internet search engines – could remove web pages from search results advertising counterfeit medicines. This has already proved to be successful in stopping people finding (accidentally or purposefully) websites related to other crooked or unprincipled interests and activities, such as child pornography for instance.
If the same level of censorship were applied to all unregistered online pharmacies not only would all existing legitimate internet traders be required to sign up to one of the security schemes as noted above, but consumers unaware of the threat from fraudulent and counterfeit medicines would automatically be protected.

With the help of popular credit card companies – including the banks – a similar approach would add another protective barrier. If financial transactions were stopped for all illegal online pharmacies, again consumers would automatically be protected. However, this may be a difficult task given the existence of credit card processing companies, and so increased regulation and enforcement will be required.

According to Google’s policy with regard to prescription medicines or pharmacies: ‘Posting is not permitted for the promotion of prescription medicine without valid PharmacyChecker approval. Google only accepts items for pharmacies that are based in the US or Canada.’ This is a sensible and prudent policy. However, given the slippery nature of illegal online traders it is practically impossible to enforce successfully much of the time.

**How can patients protect themselves?**

As the research demonstrated, those most vulnerable to suffering the probable ill-effects of purchasing medicines online, are those for whom detecting substandard or counterfeit medicines is the hardest – the untrained, unsuspecting European consumer. In order to help European patients protect themselves from unscrupulous internet ‘medicine’ traders, the EAASM would like to make the following recommendations:

**Consumer advice**

1. Don’t buy from sites that offer to sell you medicines without a prescription, or sell medicines that are not approved by The European Medicines Agency (EMEA).

2. Don’t buy from websites that do not have a registered pharmacist available to answer questions.

3. Don’t buy from websites that offer ‘bulk discounts’, ‘sample packs’, ‘new cure’ or ‘amazing results’.

4. If the website offers an ‘online consultation’, be very careful. Unlicensed websites often offer this service to make them look professional and legal.

5. Only buy from safe, reputable pharmacies. Make sure the online pharmacy is properly regulated. You can check this with your national regulator.

---

**Corporate responsibility**

**Patient associations**

Informing patients of the terrible risks of counterfeit medicines is essential to raise awareness and fight this global threat. Information leaflets, website updates, and regular news bulletins could be a good way to get this message across to as many patients as possible. Who is responsible? All national and international patient associations.

**Search engines**

Warning consumers of the potential risk of visiting an illegitimate website, before they enter an online pharmacy will create a barrier to harm. When consumers enter medicine-related key words, a popup box asking them to verify the authenticity of the online pharmacy might prompt them to make potentially lifesaving checks prior to authorising payment. This would allow consumers to make an informed decision as to whether they will take the risk of purchasing medicines online, or enable them to better validate the, sadly, all too few legitimate online pharmacies. Search engines should also develop software to filter out sites which are likely to be selling...
counterfeits. This software should block search results from unauthorised online pharmacies, through the recognition of a specific code, or lack thereof, which is only provided to authorised websites.

Who is responsible? All search engines including Google, Yahoo!, MSN, ASK etc.

**Customs**

Increasing public protection measures through more frequent and thorough inspection of packages, to combat illegal delivery of POMs. National governments need to provide customs with the authority to actively search for and confiscate suspect packages. For example, it is illegal for customs to open suspect packages in France.

Who is responsible? Customs authorities and agencies in each country.

**Professional pharmacy societies**

Creating national databases which include URLs and information on all regulated online pharmacies, will allow consumers to find reliable websites from which to purchase POMs. These databases must be made known to the general public and advertised through a variety of media on a regular basis.

Who is responsible? National, local and regional pharmacy societies.

**Political and legal action**

Running national and international awareness campaigns will increase consumer knowledge and understanding of the danger of buying medicines from unregulated pharmacies. Campaigns would serve as the main platform to provide guidance and practical information about purchasing medicines, regulated pharmacies, and how to be cautious when purchasing from online pharmacies.

Who is responsible? National and regional governments, and international governments such as the European Union and the European Parliament.

**Financial restrictions**

Better regulations for Electronic Payment Providers (EPPs) with penalties for breaking the regulations. Financial institutions should identify and block transactions related to websites selling counterfeit medicines.

Who is responsible? Banks, Credit Card companies, Payment providers (eg PayPal, Metacharge).

---
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